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Abstract:
In fall 2021, Statistical Literacy (Math 1300), was first offered by the Mathematics and Statistics
Department at the University of New Mexico (UNM). This course is designed for students in nonquantitative majors: majors that do not require a particular mathematics course. Math1300 is different; it
is confounder-based. Students do multivariate analysis involving three variables without a computer.
They use ordinary English to describe and compare rates and percentages in tables and graphs. Math
1300 has less than a 30% overlap with a traditional statistical inference course.
This paper presents all the student responses received during the first year of Math1300 at UNM.
Included are student written responses when asked to say what the students liked and disliked about the
course, to describe the course, and to give advice to future students. The student responses are
summarized for these three questions. Did this course help your critical thinking? Would you recommend
this course to a friend? Should this course should be required by all college students for graduation?
Student grades are reported. The topics that students and teachers found most important (and most
difficult) are reported. Finally the question of whether statistical literacy is really statistics is addressed.
1. Introduction:
Statistical Literacy (Math 1300) is one of three introductory courses offered by the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics that satisfies a mathematics requirement in the New Mexico General
Education Curriculum. The other two are Survey of Mathematics (Math 1130) and Introduction to
Statistics (Math 1350).
Statistical Literacy (Math 1300) was offered for the first time at UNM in fall 2021. Introduction to
Statistics is recommended for students in most STEM majors and those in Economics and Psychology.
Statistical Literacy is recommended for students in non-quantitative majors: majors that don't require a
particular mathematics course such as art, music, etc. Either is suitable for other majors.
2. Table of Contents
All the student responses received in the first academic-year Math 1300 surveys are presented here:
Appendices:
Page 5: Appendix A: Advertising Handout: Math 1300-versus Math 1350:
Page 7: Appendix B: Chronicle of Events for Math 1300 during the first academic year
Page 11: Appendix C: First Semester (fall 2021) Results from Student Surveys
Page 24: Appendix D: Second Semester (Spring 2022) Results from Student Surveys
Page 29: Appendix E: Second Semester Student-Teacher Evaluations of Course Topics
Page 31: Appendix F: Student Grades (First and Second semester)
Tables: Numerical data is presented in these tables:
Page 7: Table 1: Students Enrolled in Math 1300: by Section and by Date during summer 2021
Page 11: Table 2: Numerical Summary of Student Evaluations for fall 2021
Page 17: Table 3: Number of Students by Major in Section 1: fall 2021
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Page 24: Table 4: Numerical Summary of Student Evaluations for spring 2022
Page 29: Table 5: Student Evaluation of Most Important (most difficult) topics in spring 2022
Page 30: Table 6: Teacher Evaluation of Most Important (most difficult) topics in spring 2022
Page 31: Table 7: Student Grades for fall 2021 and spring 2022
Figures: Students' written responses are presented in these figures:
Page 5: Figure 1: Advertising Handout: Math 1300 versus 1350
Page 8: Figure 2: Math 1300 Instructors for fall 2021
Page 9: Figure 3: Material Covered for the First Three Semesters
Page 10: Figure 4: Math 1300 Instructors and T/A for spring 2022
Page 12: Figure 5: Student comments on what they liked about this course from fall 2021
Page 15: Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021.
Page 20: Figure 7: Current student's advice to future students: fall 2021
Page 25: Figure 8: Students' Short Responses to Math 1300: spring 2022
Page 27: Figure 9: What students like and dislike about Odyssey and the exercises: spring 2022.
Page 28: Figure 10: What students like and dislike about the course by section: spring 2022
Highlights: Fall, 2021
The fall startup was very rough. There were no funds for teacher training. Faculty did not know until
mid-July whether their sections would 'go'. Students and faculty had to deal with three web platforms.
The material had to be adjusted since almost all the students were first year after high school. 88% of the
fall students in one section were in non-quantitative majors such as film, archeology, history, music, etc.
Fall students (58% response) found this course helpful and valuable.
 Q5. Helpful in reading everyday statistics? 95% some value (45%highly valuable
 Q6. Helped developing critical thinking skills? 95% somewhat helpful (32% extremely helpful)
 Q7. Would recommend this course to a friend? 79% probably would (38% definitely would).
 Q8. This course should be required of all college students? 32% agree with 42% neutral.
What did students like about this course? Here are some of the brief comments: "I like the critical
thinking aspect of the class." "I liked that the things we learned were applicable to life ‐ I caught myself
several times using information I learned from this class in daily conversation." "I like the critical
thinking. I feel like I haven't been able to have some critical thinking in my other classes." "I like reading
tables and graphs and I like questions that require critical thinking because I feel like these things are
beneficial to know in the real world outside of school." "This is the first time I feel like I'd actually use a
math class outside of the classroom regularly." "I enjoyed critical thinking and the news stories. Both
provide beneficial knowledge I will take with me into my everyday life." "The critical thinking. I don't
have many chances in other classes to be a critical thinker."
Here are some of their more in-depth comments:
"This class is very challenging yet, fun for me and I am doing my very best... I feel confident in this
course and just appreciate all of what you instructors have done. I didn't do well in my statistics
course last semester. So, to be able to feel like I am understanding and am engaged in this course as
an option, is very rewarding."
"I like the content and critical thinking aspect of the class. As someone who had to drop the regular
stats class I was very happy to have this class as an option. I feel like the content has the overall goal
of helping me with critical thinking. There are many times now where I am looking out for parts and
whole in people's statements and critically thinking about what people are saying more often. So I
would say that the content is also more applicable for life goals. I would have to say that the regular
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stats class is very not useful to me because the content will not matter later in my life. Taking that
class back in the spring I just was so confounded on why I was needing that class for general ed. But
like I said I really appreciate having this class as an option."
"The set up and idea behind the class as a whole are my favorite part, tackling statistics from a
different angle that is much more engaging for those who find math subjects to be typically
challenging is a brand new approach and one that I think would be beneficial for a broader group of
students. Attempting to explain the workings behind statistics has personally allowed me to
understand the material much better than I had previously."
"This course is an answer to my prayers, I am a music major and horrible at math so fulfilling my
math requirement has been hard. This is the first math class I actually liked. I loved the format and the
material is about things I can apply to everyday life. The textbook is fantastic and helped me a lot
accompanied by the instruction. I would recommend this class for anyone."
"Definitely not a repeat of AP statistics. The math problems make way more sense than a regular
statistics class. It really helped me begin to think critically about ALL of the statistics I hear on the
news."
3. Highlights: Spring, 2022
As in the fall, spring students (86% response rate) wrote about what they liked and disliked, and what
they would advise future students. Their comments were similar to those in the fall. Here are some of
their short answers: "Course is in-depth; requires thinking", "relates to real-world events", "Course for
non-STEM majors", "Liked it a lot; wish I'd taken it sooner", and "makes math approachable".
These student impressions are interesting. But what about the content? What ideas did students find
important? What topics did they find most difficult.
When selecting from a list of 25 topics, half the students picked "Take CARE" as the most important idea
in the entire course. CARE was used to indicate the four categories used to classify all the influences on
any statistic: Confounding, Assembly or assumptions, Randomness and Error/bias. Take CARE is good
advice in general, it is most appropriate when dealing with statistics, and it helps students recall the four
kinds of influence that may be involved with any statistic. If students remember just one thing from
Math1300, "Take CARE" may be the most useful.
As far as difficulty, student choices for the top three were more dispersed. The most common (11%) was
distinguishing part and whole (numerator and denominator) in analyzing percentages. A close second
(9%) was "standardizing averages using mix matching" and using ordinary English to describe ratios
"using percent and percentage grammar".
Teacher responses to the same list of 25 topics were similar to those of the students. As for what was
most important, two of the UNM teachers selected "Take CARE: Confounding, Assembly, Randomness
and Error/bias" One selected "Statistical literacy studies the influences on a statistic". The author
selected "Statistics are different from numbers: numbers in context." The difference between these three
topics is very small indicating there was good agreement among the teachers on what was most important.
Which topics were the three most-difficult? All four teachers agreed on this one "Standardizing averages
controls for confounders: Mix matching." .
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4. Grades: fall 2021 and spring 2022
The distribution of grades for fall and spring is presented. Spring grades are a better predictor of future
grades than fall grades since fall was a startup semester. Spring grades indicated this pattern: 20% A,
40% B, 20% C, 20% D or F among those who do not withdraw. Thus, this course is not an 'easy' course.
In viewing the gradebook, almost all those who got an F failed to take the final. Almost all of those who
got a D failed to do assignments or take tests. Of course grades by themselves are almost irrelevant in
assessing the skills obtained without knowing the objectives, the criteria and the measurements involved.
5. Higher-Level Mathematical Content
Moore (1998) distinguished statistical literacy from statistical competence as follows:
In this setting, what is statistical literacy? What every educated person should know [about statistics].
What is statistical competence? Roughly the content of a first course for those who must deal with data
in their work. One might define competence as what we hope a business statistics student will retain
five years later.
Moore (1997) asked some key questions (some "hesitations") about Statistical Literacy: "Is this a stat
course?" "Does statistics retain a core?" "Is quantitative literacy really our turf?" These questions are
extremely relevant to Math1300 where symbolic mathematics is all but absent. Here is a partial answer.
Every student is exposed to these higher-level mathematical ideas:
 The difference between a crude comparison (apples and oranges) and an adjusted comparison
 What it means to “take into account” (control for) the influence of a related factor
 How to work problems that “control for” the influence of a related factor on a comparison.
 How to calculate the percentage (cases) of an outcome that are attributable to a related factor.
 How to work problems that “control for” the influence of a confounder on statistical significance
Students arguably will not encounter any of these concepts in any other introductory course in
mathematics or statistics. These mathematical ideas are extremely important in order for college educated
consumers to be statistically literate: to be able to analyze and evaluate the statistics they encounter in the
everyday media. These topics form the mathematical foundation of this confounder-based statistical
literacy course.
UNM Math 1300 may be the only introductory college course in the world in 2021 that is GAISE 2016
compliant. The 2016 Update to the ASA GAISE guidelines called for more emphasis on multivariate
thinking, confounding, simple ways to untangle confounding, and the use of real data. This course does
all four. This course goes beyond GAISE 2016 by introducing standardization as a simple way of 'taking
into account' the influence of a confounder.
6. Conclusion
This course is not an easy course. Less than 20% of the students get an A.
But, UNM students see value in taking statistical literacy. Most of those responding said it was "very
helpful" in developing their critical thing skill (79% in fall; 74% in spring) as opposed to "somewhat
helpful" or neutral. . Most would recommend this course to a friend (79% in fall; 83% in spring). Almost
a third in both semesters agree that this course should be required by all students for graduation. These are
outstanding achievements for any college mathematics course that satisfies a general education
requirement.
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Appendix A: Advertising Handout: Math 1300-versus Math 1350:
Figure 1: Advertising Handout: Math 1300 versus 1350
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Figure 1: Advertising Handout: Math 1300 versus 1350 (Page 2)

Source: www.StatLit.org/pdf/2022-UNM-Math1300-Advising-Handout.pdf
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Appendix B: Chronicle of Events for Math 1300 during the first academic year
Fall 2021: Rough Start for Faculty
Getting a new course approved in a large public university is a major undertaking. Getting it approved as
satisfying a mathematics requirement in the New Mexico General Education Curriculum is an even bigger
task. Both were undertaken and accomplished in 2019-20. See Schield (2021) for details. The plan was
to start the new course in the fall of 2020. However, the Covid epidemic intervened and the Registrar was
unable to insert the new course in the fall catalog until mid-June, so the startup was delayed until the fall
of 2021.
In fall 2022 at UNM Albuquerque, there were six sections of Survey of Mathematics (one of these
online), four sections of Statistical Literacy two of these online), and 19 sections of Introduction to
Statistics (five of these online). Survey of Mathematics and Statistical Literacy have maximums of 30 per
section; Introduction to Statistics has a maximum of 50 per section.
Getting the 2021 edition of the textbook was delayed. Originally scheduled for July 15, the teachers did
not receive their copies until August first. In addition, there were no funds for new course development.
Even worse, there was no assurance the course would go. As of June 18, just seven students were
enrolled: just two more than those enrolled as of April 16. With just seven students enrolled, the faculty
had no professional incentive to spend their personal time preparing for a course that might not meet the
minimum enrollment of 15 per section. Schield had not finalized plans to relocate from Florida to New
Mexico given the low enrollment. The new Dean was unwilling to guarantee offering the course. The
faculty were quite pessimistic about the success of Math1300.
Nevertheless, Advising still maintained that they would enroll enough students for all four section to be
offered.
On June 25, the faculty had the first evidence that their sections might actually get more students.
Advising enrolled 11 new students. Still, the faculty had little incentive to prepare for something they
might not be teaching.
Table 1: Students Enrolled in Math 1300: by Section and by Date during summer 2021
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It wasn't until July 16, that the faculty had some hope that their sections would not be cancelled. It was at
this point that the faculty began preparing to teach Math1300 in the fall. So the two new faculty had just
five weeks of "training" before teaching a brand new course. It wasn't until August 6, that all four
sections had at least 15 students. Advising continued exceeding expectations and finished by filling 94%
of the available seats.
For fall 2021, four sections were scheduled. In March 2020, one was assigned to Khalid Ifzarene, one to
Tamra Mason and two to Dr. Milo Schield. Ifzarene withdrew and was replaced by Dr. Robert Giebitz.
Figure 2 shows the three teaching Math 1300 in fall 2021: Dr. Robert Giebitz (left), Tamra Mason
(center), and Milo Schield (right).
Figure 2: Math 1300 Instructors for fall 2021
Giebitz taught Math 1300
face-to-face on Tues-Thurs.
Mason taught a hybrid
section with half face-to-face
(Tues.) and half online
(Thurs.). Schield taught two
sections face-to-face: one on
MWF, the other on TTH.
Jared, DiDiomemico, a
statistics graduate student,
observed Schield’s section as
a teaching assistant.

Fall 2021: Rough Start for Students with Multiple Platforms
Statistical Literacy had been taught using a Moodle course management system. There was no payment
for converting the course to the UNM Learn system based on Blackboard. And there was no incentive
since UNM planned to transition to Canvas by the next academic year. Thus Schield moved the course to
a Moodle-friendly server run by Computer Revolution. This meant that student logged into their section
of Math1300 in UNM Learn (Blackboard) and then logged into a separate website for their course
management system (Moodle) for their homework, exercises, tests and final.
The writing platform, Odyssey, had always been a separate platform. As a result, students logged into
three different web-based systems: their course in the UNM Learn (Blackboard) platform, the Math1300
course management system (Moodle) and the Odyssey platform for their writing assignments. Asking
first-year students, new to the University of New Mexico, to deal with three different web platforms was
asking a lot. As a result, none of their assignments showed up in the Learn/Blackboard calendar.
The Registrar added and removed students to the UNM Learn (Blackboard system). Adding and
removing students to the Odyssey forum and to the Moodle platform had to be done manually. This
caused major problems for those students adding late. And it caused problems for all students who didn’t
have the technical background or dexterity to deal with three platforms within one course.
The second biggest adjustment the first semester was the level of the students. Schield had taught this
course for years to students who were mainly seniors in business management and marketing who were
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mainly seniors. In fall 2021, almost all the students were 1st year in non-quantitative majors: archaeology,
film, etc.
The biggest difference between teaching mathematically fluent seniors and teaching mathematicallychallenged first year students seemed to be the amount of homework they could handle.
In teaching seniors, Schield assigned two Odyssey challenges per week plus five-to-ten multiple choice
exercises with 10 questions each. In teaching first year students, the course was changed.
Tamra Mason had taught students at this level at both UNM and at Central New Mexico Community
college. She led the initiative to reduce the amount of homework for these students. The new norm was
one Odyssey challenge per week, two multiple-choice exercises with 10 questions each and two one-line
writing exercises. In fall 2022, Odyssey was reduced even further to one challenge every other week.
This did not reflect a lack of commitment to writing by the mathematically trained faculty. It reflected
the problem of getting the students onto a non-UNM platform in addition to getting them used to grading
each other.
Material Covered or Skipped and Adjustments
One way to get better student evaluations is to reduce the mathematical level of the material. One sign of
this might be the skipping of material in the textbook. The biggest adjustment the first semester dealt
with the lack of teacher training for this new course. Schield recommended that the first semester skip
three of the eight chapters in his textbook. Here are the eight chapters along with those skipped in each
of the first three semesters. .
Figure 3: Material Covered for the First Three Semesters

The second semester, spring 2022, Schield recommended replacing chapter 7 with chapter 8. This
allowed the teachers to become familiar with more of the content in the textbook. It also allowed teachers
who had taught statistics to utilize their sampling/inference background in teaching statistical literacy.
For the third semester (fall 2022), Schield recommended returning to chapter 7 and dropping the teaching
of percentage grammar in chapter four. The UNM students seemed to be overloaded in handling both
percent and percentage grammar so that they lost track of the more important distinction: the distinction
between part and whole in reading 100% tables. The next goal is to teach both chapters 7 and 8. These
are the two 'payoff' chapters.
First Semester Adjustments in Textbook Material
The main feedback from faculty teaching fall 2021 was that there were too many ideas, too many
distinctions. The students (and the teachers) got over-whelmed. The textbook needed to reduce the
material being covered. Based on this feedback, Schield created Optional sections at the end of each
chapter and moved sections of the chapter from the body of the chapter to the Optional section.
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Spring (Second) Semester Teachers: spring 2022
Three sections of Math 1300 were scheduled for spring 2022. Dr. Robert Giebitz continued teaching (his
second semester). Tamra Mason was replaced by Jared DiDomenico, a statistics graduate student who
had been a teaching assistant for Schield in the fall. Jared taught the second of the two face-to-face
courses. Daniel Kowalczyk, a new statistics graduate student, worked as a Teaching assistant. He
attended the classes taught by Giebitz and made several presentations. Schield taught entirely online
since he was now located at his home in Fort Myers, Florida. Here are the pictures of these people:
Figure 4: Math 1300 Instructors and T/A for spring 2022

From left to right: Instructors Robert Giebitz, Jared DiDomenico and Milo Schield; teaching assistant
Daniel Kowalczyk. The spring class went much smoother than the fall class. The teachers understood all
three web platforms: Learn (Blackboard), Moodle and Odyssey. The startup went smoother; the exercises
and tests were in better shape. Non-participating students were dropped in the first two weeks so they
didn't impact the class failure rates. UNM considers any students who withdraws after the second week
to be a failure for the course.
There were some differences in teaching. Randomness (chapter 8) was taught in place of Interpreting
Confusing Ratios" (Chapter 7). The teachers seemed OK with chapter 8 – which is quite different. It
starts by showing how statistical significance can be impacted by confounding, assembly and bias.
The mix of students was quite different in the spring as compared to that in the fall. In the fall, most of
the students were beginning freshmen in their first semester. In the spring, there were more transfers,
more Business majors and more students who had been at UNM for at least a year or more. This made
the students more dispersed by year in college and by major than in the fall.
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Appendix C: First Semester (fall 2021) Results from Student Surveys
A numerical summary of student responses to eight multiple-choice questions is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Numerical Summary of Student Evaluations for fall 2021

This anonymous survey was completed by 76 of the 132 students (58% response rate) in the four sections.
Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2021-Fall-UNM-MATH1300-S2-All.pdf
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Here are student comments on what they liked about Math 1300 in fall 2021:
Figure 5: Student comments on what they liked about this course from fall 2021
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Figure 5: Student comments on what they liked about this course from fall 2021 (page 2)
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Figure 5: Student comments on what they liked about this course from fall 2021 (page 3)

Yes, these anonymous student comments are very positive. But the question asked students to comment
on just the things they liked about the course. These positive comments could be influenced by
measurement (researcher) bias.
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Here is how students said they would describe this course to a friend (fall 2021).
Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021.
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Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021 (page 2).
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Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021 (page 3).

Table 3: Number of Students by Major in Section 1: fall 2021

Source: Detailed class list dated 8/20/2021 for Schield's section 1 with student names omitted.
Three of these 25 students are in quantitative majors: Business Administration, Sociology and
Psychology. All the rest are in majors that are arguably non-quantitative. So, 12% are in quantitative
majors; 88% are in non-quantitative majors.
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Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021 (page 4).
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Figure 6: How students would describe Math 1300 to a friend: fall 2021 (page 5).

Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2021-Fall-UNM-Math1300-S1.pdf
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Figure 7: Current student's advice to future students: fall 2021
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Figure 7: What students would advise to future students: fall 2021 (page 2)
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Figure 7: What students would advise to future students: fall 2021 (page 3)
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Figure 7: What students would advise to future students: fall 2021 (page 4)
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Appendix D: Second Semester (Spring 2022) Results from Student Surveys
Here are the Student Evaluations of Math 1300 (Statistical Literacy) from spring 2022. A numerical
summary of student responses to an eight question multiple-choice survey are shown in Table 4
Table 4: Numerical Summary of Student Evaluations for spring 2022

In Q01, 'Other' may include AP courses such as AP calculus and AP statistics. This survey was
completed by 54 of the 63 (86%) students completing the course.
Source: Summary based on http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2022-Spring-M1300-SE2-Results.pdf
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Figure 8: Students' Short Responses to Math 1300: spring 2022
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Figure 8: Student Short Responses to Math 1300: spring 2022 (page 2)

Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2022-Spring-M1300-SE1-Results.pdf
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Here are more details on what students like and dislike about certain parts of the course.
Figure 9: What students like and dislike about Odyssey and the exercises: spring 2022.

Figure 9: What students like and dislike about Odyssey and the exercises: spring 2022 (page 2).

Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2022-Spring-M1300-SE2-Results.pdf
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Figure 10: What students like and dislike about the course by section: spring 2022
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Appendix E: Second Semester Student-Teacher Evaluations of Course Topics
Surveying student likes and dislikes is interesting. But for teachers, the question is which topics are
important and which are most difficult. This survey presented students and teachers with a list of 25
topics. Both groups were asked to select the 10 most important, the top 6, the top 3 and the top one. Both
groups were asked to select the three that they considered the most difficult. Table 5 presents the results
for the students. Table 6 presents the results for the teachers.
Table 5: Student Evaluation of Most Important (most difficult) topics in spring 2022

Obviously the selection of the 25 possible choices (assembly) can influence the results.
Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2022-Spring-M1300-SE9-Results.pdf
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Table 6: Teacher Evaluation of Most Important (most difficult) topics in spring 2022

Note: the data for the textbook author (Schield) is separated from the data for the three spring 2021 UNM
teachers.
Source: http://www.statlit.org/pdf/2022-Spring-M1300-SE9-Results.pdf
The level of importance as viewed by the teacher is not the standard by which material is selected for
statistical literacy. The standard is how relevant the material is for educated citizens in understanding the
statistics they encounter in everyday life: in the everyday news media in the form of statements, tables
and graphs.
Statistical educators may want to talk about standard deviation, random variation, the central limit
theorem, and p-values. But unless these statistical treasures can be related to statistics that educated
adults will encounter in everyday life, these treasured topics need to be reserved for a statistical inference
course.
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Appendix F: Student Grades (First and Second semester)
Student grades are shown in Table 7. In computing failure rates, the University of New Mexico considers
a Withdraw after the 2nd week or a final grade below a C as being a fail.
The fall 2021 grades have two major limitations. (1) These grades include just two of the four sections.
Those two were taught by Schield. (2) As noted, some grade cutoffs were lowered in fall 2021 to
minimize failures. This was done for three reasons. First, Math 1300 had a very rough start. No teacher
training, multiple web platforms, and student enrollment problems. Second, the course needed to be
repositioned from dealing with fourth-year students (prior to 2021) to dealing with first-year students
(2021-22). This change involved course content, exercises and tests. Third, both UNM teachers were
teaching this very-different material for the first time.
The spring 2022 grades are much better indicators of future grades.
Table 7: Student Grades for fall 2021 and spring 2022
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